Allthe se analyses. gene rally agree with the predictions of the Chew-Low conjecture but do not allow detailed conclusions for reasons that can.always be attributed.to.the large amount of statistics needed to make.
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I. THE CHEW-LOWCONJECTURE
During the past few years_mainlyu.nder: the impulse of the dispersion-relation development-a considerable amount of study has been devoted, to detecting,the presence andthe location, of singularities in'. Smatrices. in most cases' the existence and.the location of these singularities was actually conjectured on.:the basis of plausibility.argumerits supplied by 'perturbation.'calcnlations. using conventional field. theory; in. some special .iñstance's, proofs were given.
.. Shgularities.in.the.. móthentum-transfer variables have been utilized.fo1 practical purposesfollowing a proposal by G. Chew, ' .to determine the piOn-nucleon coupling constant from either nucleon-nucleon scattering data 2 or photoproduction data. Using;the. same principles (actually, genral.izing them), Chew and. Low made a conjecture opening the possibility of determining cross sections on.targets not available in the laboratory; . Tié conJectue states that: .
Each S-matrix element corres.ponding.to a definite number of particles (when.considered as a function of the independent invariants. of.the problem) has poles at points related to.the.masses..of..the single-particle states which can.occur as intermediate states between..two. subgroups of particle s'formed from the total group.
. The residue of such an S-matrix pole is. given by.the product of two (dimensionally smaller) S-matrix. elements, éaçh of which connects a subgroup.to the intermediate particle.. These subrnat,rix elements can correspond to processes not realizable inthe laboratory. They now become 'measurable by means of a residue evaluation of, the overall S-matrix elen-ient at the pole in question.. Since the poles discussed here lie in regions of the variables that are not physically allowed, this residue evaluation is connected with extrapolation procedures.
The Chew-Low conjecture, stated specifically with respect to,the poles in the momentum-transfer variable, has been used in an 22 (q2 + -T) 2 -(q2 -2q P cos 0 + P 2 ), where T and P P are respectively-the kinetic energyand. momentum of the recoiling proton. in the laboratory system,-M is the proton.màss, q is the beam momentum, i is the pion mass, and 9lab is the laboratory angle between the incident :Pion and.the recoiling proton.
According to the Chew-Low conjecture, the matrix element for process (1) has. a pole at p2. = -ii 2 , with:a residue given by f-
where f is the rènormalized pion-nu -cleon coupling constant (f 2 z 0.08) and A: is thepionpion scattering amplitude. More precisely, and.in .terms of cross sections, -the statement says -that:
and a'--respectively representthe differential cross section, for process (1) and-the total cross section forthe process To obtain data that a priori may be dominantly influenced by the pole contributior 'one should limit the .analysis to events-that arenear that pole, i, e., events, characterized by a lpw-.momentum transfer .to the proton.
This limitation is also evident on direct physical grounds, as low-momentumtransfer events are interactions where the incoming pion has collided with a large impact parameter,, i.e. , has most likely interacted with pions of the nucleon cloud, and not directly with the nucleon core. Furthermore, within the framework of pion-cloud.collisions, impact parameters larger than the Yukawa range of the.three-pion exchange processes will minimize contributions from.the branch cut. ' ,
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The ChewLow.conjecture-applied to reaction (1) has also been frequently used .without actually performing -the extrapolations..implied. by it.
• In this case 1 one, assumesthat relation. (3) is a .correct..representation..of-the 0 2 2 singl-it =production matrix element, not only at Lthe pole p = , but
• also over.,the beginning of.the physical p 2 region. .10 The latter.assumption
• can.thenbe exploited.inf two different, ways: It .can.be. used.to de.rive.the
• momentum spectrum of the recoil -protons by perfGrming. an integration over (assuming a-certain a.(w 2 ) ve.rsus, 2 dependence), or else it can
• be used to make socalled.Uphys.ic.a1 region.cr.o.ss .section?t plots, of versus In.the latter procedure one. actually plots:
The:hexagonal brackets indicate.-an.av.erage c.verthe. region P ri in nax' 2 i 2 2 min being a lower kinematical limit for p n the ca, . region under considera .tion, and p2 . •±' '.O':.
...
11
+p-sii.+p+Tr (10) at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory by using the 72-in, hydrogen bubble chamber and a 1.25-Bev/c ii beam designed by Professor F. Crawford, Jr.
The experiment consisted-of looking for.two-prong events, with a sto.pping secondary proton of < 60-cm range and. an interaction point lying within a fiducial volume.
As discussed in Section. I, the restriction to lowmomentum transfer events is indicated by the physical ideas underlying the. experiment.
It further has the very useful.feature that for"these events a very large fraction, of the more frequent elastic events Tr + + p can be eliminated from the sample by means of relatively crude scantable measurement of the range (R) of.the recoiling proton and the space angle 0lab Figure 3 , showing kinematical relations between 0 and P for both the elastic and .lab p the single-n° production, events, illustrates. this statement.
To avoid, biases, we did not accept interactions associatedwith protons of less than 2.5mm range ( 95 Mev/c momentum).. The singlescan.efficiency was 85%. The n film was scanned once; the iT film twice.
Path lengths were determined by track counting on every'twentieth frame.
Both the. Tr and TF path lengths were corrected for a 3% lepton contamination; the 1T path length was also corrected, for a 2% proton contamination.
The beam momentum was calibrated.by comparing radii measurements both of our beam tracks and also of previously obtained 1.03-Bev/c ir film.and by using the -K 11 thresbold as a standard,
The mean beam momentum in the middle of the chamber was found-to be 1255±6Mev/c. (10) by using the missing mass and both the absolute.and the relative' magnitudes of the X 2 values for the elastic and the single-*°-production hypothesis. The,' 2 distribution of 1915 of our interactions identified as single-1T°-production'ev.ents is shown in Fig. 5 . This distribution is too wide,, with respect tothat expected for one degree of freedom, by a scale factor of about 1.5, This.implies that our.input' errors are too. small by a factor of '.TiT! . ' We rejected all events for which was below the 1% probability' level.
In'. By escape: corrections.we mean a weighing factor given to each.event belonging.to a specific w 2 -p 2 box, to compensate for the fact that a certain fraction. of the events belonging to that same box will not be "observed,"
as they are sooriented in the.chamber that the recoiling proton leaves the fiducial volume. Fig.. 4) . showed a quasi-flat cr() curve of the order of 30 mb,. .i e.., gave also cross-section values smaller than the ones predicted for a J = 1 resonance.
In Fig. 8 None of the linear fits.was constrained to stay positive in.the physical region.
The iand.1r+ data were also extrapolated separately. In the .... authors '° as well as our own (Fig. 7ã) .
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